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To most learners Point of Care Ultrasound ( POCUS) may seem like an enigma
full of black and white static. This series aims to demystify US scans into simple

infographics that learners can quickly refer to as a refresher.
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Probe Positioning

Transverse

Probe aligned parallel to the "short

axis" of the body
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Probe aligned parallel to the "long

axis" of the body
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Probe Movements

Sweeping

 

Holding the probe firmly in place and tilting the handle

without changing probe location.

 

Used to obtain a series of cross sections of a solid

organ

Sliding

 

Movement of entire transducer on the body

 

Useful to identify the optimal scanning location

Rotating

 

Holding the probe firmly in place while turning the

probe clockwise or counterclockwise on its central axis.

 

Can help get through shadow artifact or line up the

long/short axis of a structure.

Rocking

 

Holding the probe firmly in place while angling the

probe such that one corner of the transducer pushes

into the skin.

 

Used to center image on screen

- PoCUS Pearl -
Try to only use one of these probe

motions at a time. Similarly,
only work in one plane of view at a

time.

Common Artifacts

Shadow artifact

A dark shadow seen distal to structures that

absorb, scatter, or reflect majority of the US

waves.

 

Can be helpful (shadows from gall/renal

stones) or a hindrance (rib shadows)

Refraction (edge) artifact

The deflection of US waves caused by the

differences in transmission of sound through

various tissues. 

 

Can cause change in shape/size,

duplication and displacement of an image
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Enhancement artifact

A bright area seen distal to fluid filled

structures due to the reflection of high

amplitude echoes.

 

Often seen behind large vessels, gall

bladder and the bladder.

Reverberation Artifact

Caused when US waves get caught

between and reflect multiple times between

two highly reflective structures or a highly

reflective structure and the transducer.

 

Creates duplicating images
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